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Number of catalogues read
Question: In an average month, how many catalogues would you read?
Catalogues are popular with shoppers over 45 years of age
Overall, 89% of shoppers read at least 1 catalogue a week. Across most age demographics, the majority of shoppers
read between 1 to 3 catalogues per week. In particular, 52% of shoppers aged between 18 and 24 read catalogues 1
to 3 catalogues weekly. However, respondents aged over 45 tend to read more catalogues per week, with 30% of
shoppers aged between 55 to 64 reading over 10 catalogues per week.
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Catalogue reading locations
Question: Where do you normally read catalogues?
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Catalogues mostly read at home in the kitchen
The majority of shoppers indicated that they read catalogues at home in the kitchen, followed closely by reading
catalogues at home in front of the television.
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Catalogues influence on consumer behaviour
Question: After reading a catalogue, how likely are you to participate in the following activities?
Shoppers primarily use catalogues to compare retailers
On average, after reading a catalogue most shoppers will more than likely compare it with other retailer’s catalogues.
In contrast, they are less likely to talk to family and friends about items in the catalogues. Other activities suggested by
respondents included general browsing, checking eBay, making purchases, browsing the Internet, checking mobile
apps and window shopping.
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Preferred style of catalogues
Question: When thinking about catalogues, what do you prefer reading? Please rank each factor in order of
importance from 1= preferred the most to 5= least preferred
Shoppers prefer catalogues more frequently and with more discounts
Shoppers ranked catalogues with more offers and discounts, more frequently, as their most preferred style of
catalogue. Deluxe catalogues, bigger and smaller catalogues all placed equal second in terms of preference. Online
catalogues emerged as the least preferred format.
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Reasons for reading catalogues
Question: Why do you like to read catalogues? Please rate your agreement with the following statements on the scale
from 1= strongly disagree to 5= strongly agree
Catalogues are mostly read to find the best price or bargains
On average, shoppers choose to read catalogues to find competitive prices and chase bargains. Other reasons for
reading catalogues included to fill in time, cure boredom, for enjoyment, to help with budgeting, to see what brands are
offering and to plan shopping trips.
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Influence of catalogues on brand equity
Research to date in the area of catalogue effectiveness, has predominantly explored the effect of catalogues on
purchase intentions of consumers. Whilst catalogues have been shown to improve purchase intentions, little is known
as the how catalogues can influence the value of a brand.
This section of the report explores the effect of catalogues on brand equity. Brand equity measures the value of a
brand across four dimensions; brand awareness, brand associations, brand quality and brand loyalty. The concept
behind these brand equity measures is that consumers’ brand awareness and brand associations work together in
developing their knowledge about a brand.
This combined with consumers perceptions of a brand’s quality and their loyalty, signals the overall value they place
on the brand. Whilst the measures produce an overall brand equity score, they also can uncover how catalogues
influence each of the four individual dimension of brand equity.
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Influence of catalogues on brand awareness
Question: Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements on the scale from 1=strongly disagree to
5= strongly agree
Catalogues have a relatively strong impact on brand awareness
Overall, the brand awareness of shoppers that receive catalogues was relatively high. Across all measures,
catalogues shoppers proved to have a greater than average awareness of the brands they receive catalogues from.
Specifically, shoppers’ awareness of the products and services that brands offer appears to be strengthened by
receiving catalogues.
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Influence of catalogues on brand associations
Question: Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements on the scale from 1=strongly disagree to
5= strongly agree
Catalogues help shoppers form brand associations.
Brand associations relate to brand related information shoppers store in their memory; providing meaning about a
brand. Overall, brand associations scored relatively high across all measures and did show promising potential in
shoppers ability to recognise the brand amongst competitors through receiving catalogues.
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Influence of catalogues on brand quality
Question: Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements on the scale from 1=strongly disagree to
5= strongly agree
Shoppers rate their perceived quality of the brands they receive catalogues from as above average
The perceived quality of brands who shoppers receive catalogues from was scored as greater than neutral.
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Influence of catalogues on brand loyalty
Question: Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements on the scale from 1=strongly disagree to
5= strongly agree
Brand loyalty towards brands shoppers receive catalogues from is average
Overall, shoppers have average brand loyalty to the brands they receive catalogues from, potentially given the extent
of catalogues they receive. Shoppers have no qualms in changing brands, however brands that send catalogues are
more top of mind when making a purchase.
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Influence of catalogues on overall brand equity
Question: Please rate your level of agreement with the following statements on the scale from 1=strongly disagree to
5= strongly agree
Brands who send catalogues have better than average overall brand equity
Overall, brands that send catalogues have a higher than neutral rating for brand equity. Catalogues particularly appear
to enhance a shoppers ability to remember a brand and purchase intentions towards the brand compared to their
competitors. Shoppers also score highly on knowing more about the brands they receive catalogues from.
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